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Hello.
Thank you for your interest in the par8o
Research Network (PRN) and its mission
to increase diversity in clinical research.
Minority populations are typically underrepresented

option for more than 29 million people. Health

in the clinical trials conducted to find treatments.

centers help increase access to crucial primary

This is playing out once again in current endeavors

care by reducing barriers such as cost, lack of

to find treatments and vaccines for COVID-19.

insurance, distance, and language for their patients.

Racial minorities have higher mortality rates from

Many patients served by these health centers are

COVID-19 than do other demographics. Yet, they are

members of underrepresented communities.

underrepresented in clinical research.

Engaging them in clinical research could increase
the strength and validity of such research while also

When a particular demographic is not properly

providing them with opportunities to benefit from

represented in studies, the scientific community

some of the most advanced options in healthcare.

cannot be sure that the treatments studied will be

We created the par8o Research Network to facilitate

effective or safe in that population.

this mutually beneficial relationship.

Unfortunately, engaging underrepresented

This press kit has been prepared to help you learn

communities in clinical trials has never been easy,

more about this important initiative and how it can

but we at par8o have identified an approach that

impact both the success of COVID-19 trials and the

can reach populations that are not normally aware

American healthcare enterprise as a whole.

of clinical research opportunities.
Regards,
We have been working for years with America’s

Daniel Palestrant, MD, Founder and CEO at par8o

Health Centers, 1,400 federally-supported healthcare

Sonali Duggal, SVP, Business Development at par8o

organizations that offer an accessible health care

Hannah Drake, par8o Director of Marketing
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Ending Racial
Disparities in
Clinical Trials

This white paper explores several
main ideas:
→ The downstream effects of a lack
of socioeconomic, racial, and cultural diversity
in clinical trials
→ The socioeconomic and racial diversity
of health center patient populations
→ How health centers can assert a role
in clinical research that helps achieve health
equity for their patients

View Full White Paper
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Key Contacts
at par8o
For more information on the par8o Research Network (PRN),
please contact any of the following par8o executives:

Daniel Palestrant,
MD, Founder
+ CEO at par8o

Sonali Duggal,
SVP, Business Development
at par8o

Melissa Opraseuth,
PharmD,
COO at par8o

daniel@par8o.com

sonali@par8o.com

opraseuth@par8o.com

917-885-7699

650-796-7372

412-736-0798
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Design Files for par8o
+ the par8o Research Network
(PRN)
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